The Executive Secretary's statement should read:

"The EXECUTIVE SECRETARY says that he was gratified at seeing the success of the scheme. Apart from the intrinsic value of the training thus provided to governments, it was based on the consideration that it was important for the CONTRACTING PARTIES to develop the positive aspects of GATT as an institution. Though this scheme had so far not involved any direct budget charge it had created a certain burden for the staff, which it was hoped the Working Party would be able to devise ways and means of alleviating. Had the Organization for Trade Cooperation been set up he would have suggested that consideration be given to associating it with the Technical Assistance Board. If there were prolonged delay in establishing the Organization the CONTRACTING PARTIES might nevertheless have to address themselves to this question. Though the present programme was extremely limited in scope, the modesty in quantity was more than compensated by the excellence in quality as all the officials so far participating in the scheme had been of high standing and qualifications. In order not to impair the high standard thus achieved ....."

The statement by the representative of Cuba should read:

"Mr. PEREZ-CISNEROS (Cuba) associated himself with the views of the representatives of Brazil and Ceylon. He expressed his satisfaction for the explanation given by the Executive Secretary since the Cuban delegation felt that the question should be formally considered by the CONTRACTING PARTIES rather than through informal meetings between interested delegations. He stated that in their further reviewing this matter, delegations should bear in mind that during the Ninth Session many delegations wanted to see the provisions of Chapter VI of the Havana Charter incorporated in the revised text of the General Agreement. In a spirit of compromise they had agreed not to press their suggestion but on the understanding that positive action would be taken through the alternative approach worked out since the Ninth Session. The Cuban delegation would support the idea that the Working Party on Commodity Problems be reconstituted and hoped that it could achieve real progress in the course of the Eleventh Session."
The first sentence of the remarks by the representative of Indonesia should read:

"Mr. ISMAEL (Indonesia) said that so far discussions by the CONTRACTING PARTIES seem to hold up discussions in other more appropriate international bodies in the field of international commodity trade arrangements."